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A SAFER AND BETTER WORLD

Board Paper 1: Quarterly report, Q1 2018
Action
The board is asked to review the Q1 2018 Quarterly Report for information and discussion at the
forthcoming board meeting on the 22nd May 2018.

Purpose
The quarterly report is a new document the purpose of which is described in Board Paper 2. It is
comprised of two parts; Technical and Financial. Part 2 has been redacted for publication in the RS
website.

A SAFER AND BETTER WORLD

Quarterly report, Q1 2018
Part 1: Technical

30 April 2018
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Introduction
The Resilience Shift (RS) is a global initiative to catalyse resilience within and between critical
infrastructure sectors. Lloyd’s Register Foundation’s (LRF) have selected Dr Nancy Kete as the
Executive Director, and appointed Arup as the host institution for this initiative
The RS will promote resilience engineering as a new and necessary approach to ensuring public
safety and quality of life, fostering a paradigm shift in engineering approaches.
The purpose of this document (Quarterly Report, Part 1) is to provide a quarterly update of our
technical activities, which comprise:
Projects

Projects scoped and managed by the Resilience Shift, and delivered by us or by
others, specifically to produce the outcomes and impacts we want. Each project
(both active and planned) has a work plan, which is updated on a quarterly basis.

Investments

Strategic investments in work done by others, rather than a project we manage.
Investments will be mapped to our outcomes and impacts.

Events

These include internal events (small, for project development), Resilience Shift
events (larger, for dissemination and community building) and external events.
Events may be project specific, or wider. These are summarised for the previous
quarter and the next quarter.

Outputs

We are building and sharing knowledge to inform and encourage resilience in
practice. Outputs are summarised for the previous quarter, and a forward look for
the next quarter is provided, to demonstrate the knowledge base.

Ideas pipeline

Our rolling ‘ideas pipeline’, for recording and communicating ideas before they
evolve into projects or investments, or are put on hold, or stopped. This is used as
a live tool by the Resilience Shift team, and a ‘frozen’ version will be presented
quarterly.

Part 2 of our quarterly report presents a financial update.

Overview of our activities
Through research conducted in our first year of the Resilience Shift, we identified three opportunity
areas, now maturing into work streams, each supporting a set of activities.
Work stream 1: Ways to make resilience tangible, practical and relevant
This opportunity to create value comes by equipping experts and decision makers with the tools,
approaches, technology, and educational practices needed to put resilience into practice. This
requires clarity on the key concepts that matter to professionals, be they designers, engineers, asset
owners, investors, or regulators. They need to know what to do differently on Monday morning if they
want to enhance resilience of their work and with their work, whether on projects, investments or
operations.
Work stream 2: Incentivising resilience
Acknowledging the extent to which what a client asks for and what their supply chain can do depends
strongly on incentives emerging from standards setting bodies, public policy including regulation, as
well as from insurance and the finance industries, and the views of the public. The second area of
work therefore focuses on answering the questions:
Understanding how the different actors involved in critical infrastructure would respond to those three
questions will inform future work in collaboration with those whose job is (or should be) to incentivise
resilience.
We are framing this work from the perspective of those whose job it is to plan, design, deliver, operate
and maintain critical infrastructure, and the barriers they experience in trying to do so using a
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resilience lens. This framework is a simple thee-box model: we need to know what to do (see Work
stream 1); we need to know what resilience is worth and to whom (and, how do we know); and
we need to be able to scale up application of new ways of doing and new ways of valuing resilience.
Work stream 3: Applying resilience practice within and between critical infrastructure sectors
The third area of work applies resilience in practice in different sectors with sector leaders. Working
with sector experts will allow us to test ideas about design and engineering to protect, provide and
connect, rather than to build and operate a specific asset. It will allow us to explore the challenges
to and impact of considering sector infrastructure as part of a larger system and to explore how
dependencies with other assets and sectors affects resilience.
We have selected the water sector for the first theory-to-practice partnership because of the
momentum created by facts on the ground – of water shortages, catastrophic flooding, sanitation
crises and because of the global policy and funding opportunities open by the SDGs, the Paris
climate agreement, and related implementation work. Moreover, there are pockets of ‘best in class’
practice in the water sector, leading the way to understanding water through a resilience lens.
The deep dive with the water sector will allow us to learn when and how to overcome barriers to
broader system analysis in infrastructure design and operations.
We are exploring in 2018 candidates for the next theory to practice partnership, looking for the same
kind of urgency, momentum, and leadership we found in the water sector. We will identify where we
can transfer knowledge and practice between sectors to move towards a more common
understanding of resilience in practice.
The relationship between programme activities, outcomes and impacts is summarised in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Updated impact framework for the RS

Aligning our activities with our vision and outcomes
Appendix A (building on Figure 1) shows how our planned activities align with our overall vision and
outcome statements. This helps us know that we are doing the right thing, and that our work is
focussed on having the impact we want. We will update this on a quarterly basis.
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Investments
[placeholder page – no confirmed investments to date]
In future work plans, this page will summarise our awarded and planned strategic investments
(work we are supporting that is led and scoped by others).
This will not contain the same level of detail as our project plans, which are led and scoped by us.
Information presented will include:
-

Who is leading the activity we are investing in?

-

What is the activity?

-

How do we know it is a good fit with our objectives?

-

Why invest? (why this investment, and why should it be the RS and not other investors,
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)

-

Who else is investing/supporting?

-

How will we influence, and make use of the outputs?

-

How much, and for what period of time?

During Q2 2018 we will:
-

Work with the ENCORE network in the UK to identify areas of mutual interest as they
define their future research activities.

-

Continue engagement with the Global Resilience Research Network (GRRN) managed by
Northeastern University in the US, to agree how best to foster collaboration.

-

Engage further with the Electricity Infrastructure Systems (EIS) Council in the UK and US to
understand what potential there is for either investment or mutual collaboration on a project.
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Events and outputs
This section provides a detail on the events attended and outputs produced in Q1 2018, plus a look
ahead on the events and outputs that we expect for the next 12 months of the RS initiative.
Table 1. Events

Events
Q1 2018
(actual)

Infrastructure resilience conference ETH Zurich
Attended by Juliet Mian
GRRN Summit Boston
Attended by Nancy Kete
Black Sky Hazards workshop
Attended by Juliet Mian and Ruth Boumphrey, also Francesca O’Hanlon (TAG)
ENCORE interdependencies workshop
Attended by Juliet Mian
iBuild final event
Attended by Xavi Aldea
Round Table #1 Arup Fellows
Convened by the TAG
Project 3.1 Framing workshop
Attended by SIWI, Arup, RS, We Are Telescopic. Facilitated by ValueLab

Q2 2018

UN High-Level Panel on Water (HLPW) (May ’18)
Inaugural Water Security congress (Jun ’18)
Project 3.1 field visits – Amman, Miami, Mexico City, Cape Town, Hull (through to Q3)
LRF International Conference
Project 1.1 framing with partners

Q3 2018

UN High-Level Political Forum (HLPF) (Jul ’18) | Stockholm World Water Week
(SWWW) (Aug ’18) | UN General Assembly (UNGA) (Sep ’18)
Knowledge Exchange workshop – water governance
Round Table #2
Round Table #3

Q4 2018

IWA Tokyo Conference (Nov ’18)
Bellagio Centre Conference Convening (Nov’ 18)
Project 2.1 dissemination (webinars)

Q1 2019

Project 2.2 dissemination (format TBC)
Round Table #4
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Table 2. Outputs

Outputs
Q1 2018
(actual)

Agenda Setting 2 report – Critical Infrastructure Resilience: Understanding the
Landscape
Expression of Interest launched for Project 1.1
Blogs posts on the Resilience Shift website http://resilienceshift.org

Q2 2018

Agenda Setting 3 – Working Paper ‘Why resilience of critical infrastructure matters’
Round Table #1 – report and news articles
Outputs from field visits – news articles about governance workshops
Outputs from HLPW and Water Security congress (news articles and presentation
material)

Q3 2018

Agenda Setting 1 – stocktaking: Call for papers has opened to authors of stocktaking
reports. To be published in the September Special Issue on Risk and Resilience in
Springer’s Environmental Systems and Decisions – coordinated by Igor Linkov and
Giuliano Punzo.
Project 1.1 - An open access, searchable and validated repository of tools and
approaches to enhance resilience of critical infrastructure.
Project 3.2 - Water Security special issue on resilience..........Sep ’18 (at least 2 papers)

Q4 2018

Project 2.1 – series of Primers aimed at specific industries
Project 3.1 - Publish peer reviewed reports and soft launch of tool (beta):

Q1 2019

Project 2.2 dissemination (format TBC)
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Ideas pipeline
In line with two of our operating principles – Be Open, and Learn by Doing, we have not fixed all of
our activities for the next four years. We are very receptive to new ideas, wherever they come
from, and we have an ideas pipeline that allows us to review these and decide what to do with
them.
The launch of our website, plus the stakeholder engagement, the events and the publications, are
starting to build activity and interest in the Resilience Shift. During Q1 2018 we developed a clear
process for capturing, reviewing, and progressing ideas, wherever they come from.
New ideas come from a number of sources, including:
•

Internal (team meetings, brainstorming sessions, coffee breaks)

•

Wider Arup two-way scanning (they come to us, we look at what’s happening)

•

LRF providing suggestions, contacts, links

•

External (conversations, insights and learnings from publications, news, events.

•

Our ‘back burner’ (we developed a number of projects at the end of 2017. Some of these
are ongoing, some are being re-worked, others are on hold but not forgotten.)

•

Direct approaches (as our website says “If you have exciting ideas that meet our criteria,
please get in touch”).

Our process for progressing ideas
We have a decision-driven process that sets out for team members and other stakeholders how
and why we move an idea through to a candidate project or investment. The stages from receiving
an idea to being in a position to award grants, are as follows:
1. Receive the idea
2. Move forward and manage as a lead
3. Move forward and scope as an opportunity
4. Award and deliver as a project or an investment.
At each stage the Resilience Shift leadership will check and challenge that this is the right thing to
do, that we know why we are doing it, and for whom, and that all stakeholders have a clear
definition of success. This follows the process shown in Figure 2.
Communicate the
outcome to those who
need to know

Decision

D

Rework

i
Information
Activities

?

Move
forward

How we make this decision?
The questions we need to ask and
the criteria we will apply to
decide?

Stop
The information we need to answer the questions
The outputs that will provide the information

The activities that deliver

Figure 2: What we mean by ‘decision-driven’. This process is applied repeatedly as we progress ideas through.
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Appendix A
Aligning our activities with our
vision and outcomes
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Figure 3. Mapping 2018 activities to our impact framework
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Board Paper 2: Report, review, recommend
and decide…repeat
Action
The board is asked to approve the proposed governance timeline and rhythm of work, which was
designed to facilitate the board’s role supporting LRF in its oversight of the Resilience Shift. To that
end we propose a cycle of reports, reviews, recommendations and decisions that will:
•

Make effective use of the board.

•

Align reporting with decisions.

•

Ensure the board has timely and complete material on which to base its recommendations
to LRF to release next year funding.

Quarterly reports
Although the contract between Arup and LRF requires only annual reports, we suggest quarterly
reporting as a way to keep the board up to date on programme activities and plans.
Quarterly reports will each contain a rolling annual work plan and spending forecast. Financial
reports look back at actual expenditure and forecast expenditure to 2021. As illustrated in Figure 1
significant work goes into the planning, management and review of the work, which is then
summarized in each quarterly report:

•

Quarter 1 – Q1 report is delivered in April and prepared to support Spring meeting of the
programme board, especially to elicit board guidance on progress and direction of travel with
the work.

•

Quarter 2 – Q2 report is delivered in July and is a simple update on work and financial. Board
members can request a call to discuss, if desired.

•

Quarter 3 – Q3 report is delivered in October and is prepared to elicit the board approval of
annual work (look back) and proposed plan and forecast, detailed for next 4 quarters and
high level view to 2021. The board will be asked to recommend that LRF “accept” these
reports and authorize funding be released subsequent year.

•

Quarter 4 – Q4 is delivered in January and is a simple update on work and financials. Board
members can request a call to discuss, if desired.

Figure 2 simply illustrates the cyclical nature of the reports, reviews and recommendations out
through 2021.

A SAFER AND BETTER WORLD

Figure 1. Detailed timeline diagram of 2018 governance
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Figure 2. Long-term timeline for the RS governance
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Board Paper 3: Doing the right things and
doing them well
How our activities support our vision, impact and outcomes
… AND HOW DO WE KNOW?

“Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything
that can be counted counts.”
-

Albert Einstein (attrib.)

Introduction
The Board is asked to reflect and advise on our approach to monitoring, reviewing, and
measuring success of the programme.
One of the programme board’s remits is to monitor and review RS performance against aims and
targets. To facilitate that work, we provide a review and update or our success criteria, i.e., our impact
aspiration and outcomes. Secondly, we outline an iterative approach to plan, monitor, review, revise
and track progress in order to reconfirm that our direction of travel is still correct, that we are making
progress, and that we are doing the work well.
Do the right things: To assess whether we are doing the rights things means challenging ourselves
as to how our activities are congruent with our success criteria -- with that is, our impact aspiration
and outcomes statement. The project planning and review itself is how we know whether we are
prioritizing work that will get us the outcomes we’ve identified as critical to having the impact we
desire. Decision made in these reviews will be captured for reports.
Do them well: To assess whether we are being effective means applying discipline in the planning
and review of each work stream and the projects therein to: demonstrate fit, to articulate the
hypothesized value proposition, postulate what success would be in terms of our agreed outcomes
and show how the work plan is right for delivering value and the value created advances our
outcomes. Then report accordingly.
Tell the tale: Sometimes you just need a story – words, pictures, numbers that illustrate what we’re
doing, with whom, and so-what.

Are we doing the right things (and how do we know)?
P ART 1: ASPIRATION, OUTCOMES AND WORK STRE AMS
So far, yes, we are still headed in the right direction. But how we describe what we are doing needed
to be updated.
We know from our experience over the past year of trying to communicate who we are and what we
do, both internally as we build up the team, and externally. From listening, learning and looking at
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what others are doing, and from trying to develop impact measures for our projects, we found ways
to tweak the impact and outcome statements in the 2017 report. The updated (2018) version of the
success criteria is shown in (Figure 1) including both the impact aspiration statement and the
outcomes we are looking to achive. The revisions are not fundamental, but they do describe better
what impact we are trying to have and provide a clearer direction of travel for the work plan.
We’ve updated our impact statement to say that our aspiration is that engineered structures and
infrastructure will be not only safer but also better.
And we’ve added to that two statements that elaborate what we mean by better.
Professionals will make decisions all along the value chain and project life cycle that account for how
critical infrastructure contributes to the resilience of the larger social-ecological-technical system.
Engineered structures and infrastructure will be planned, designed, delivered, regulated and
operated to serve the communities (provide, protect, and/or connect) under ordinary and
extraordinary circumstances.
The first sentence aims at engineering and other disciplines. The second speaks to what will be
engineered or otherwise delivered. 1
Although we’ve updated the wording of our outcomes as shown below, we retained the original
success criteria – outcomes we would expect to see if we were successful.

Through our work we will see evidence of:
1. Common understanding of sectors as global systems and the effect that decisions within
these sectors have on the resilience of society.
2. The adoption of dynamic, performance-based (resilience-based) design approaches in
broad practice.
3. The adoption or use of tools to value resilience and to make sure that resilience value is
realized across the project life cycle.
4. The use of integrated systems approaches as context for critical infrastructure systems.
5. Integration of systems thinking and resilience concepts into the education and
understanding of those responsible for planning, designing, delivering, regulating and
operating critical infrastructure.
6. Adoption of transformative technologies that facilitate (rather than compromise) critical
system functionality.
Box 1: Updated wording for our success criteria (outcome statements).

Going forward, we will continue to check and challenge our vision and outcomes against everything
we learn and be prepared to revise based on what we find, and once yearly engage with the board
to reconfirm to redirect these high-level success criteria.

1 ENCORE + White paper which on Challenges of Complexity and Resilience in Complex Engineering
Systems. Paper makes important distinction between engineering and engineered.
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Figure 1: Updated impact framework with vision and outcome statements for 2018 showing our three focus areas.

Are we doing the right things (and how do we know)?
P ART 2: ARE OUR PROJECTS, ACTIVITIES AND SPENDING CONGRUENT
WITH OUR ASPIRATION AND OUTCOMES STATEMENTS?
We meet the congruence challenge through our detailed work planning process. We develop, review
and refine our work plan by framing each project as an opportunity to deliver one or more of our six
outcomes. And we choose specific project activities most critical to drive the project to success.
Every stage of work -- from consideration of new ideas to funding decisions on specific new activities
follows a decision-driven process to make sure we know what success would look like in terms of
our outcomes and that success is also articulated in terms of who the work will create value for.
The work plan presently has three work streams, each comprised of projects and related activities
that will:
•

Improve what we know about how to deliver resilience – making resilience tangible, practical
and relevant.

•

Illuminate how we value resilience to get incentives right for resilience across the value
chain. How do we value resilience?

•

Show us how to scale-up resilience practices; how to make resilience practice business as
usual (BAU) within and between critical infrastructure sectors. How does resilience become
BAU?

The work streams are the bridge between our aspiration and outcomes and the detailed project work.
So the planning process involves mapping detailed work to the six outcome statements and
challenging teams to articulate how they will move the needle towards the target outcomes. Figure
2 serves as our impact framework, where we keep track of the projects as mapped against the
outcomes.
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Figure 2: Impact Framework Mapping 2018 activities against outcomes
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By mapping project activities against our outcomes as illustrated in Figure 2 we are able to double
check we are working towards our outcomes, with a reasonable distribution of effort across
outcomes, and to identify gaps and inform planning new activities.
Figure 2 is a snap shot of current and planned activities and it will be updated quarterly as we will
continue to scope and plan new activities. Quarterly updates will reflect decisions on:
1.

Next stages of some of our current projects once we are in a position to decide that this is
the right thing to do.

2.

New ideas from our ideas pipeline – some but not all of these will be progressed through
to projects, following our decision-driven approach that tells us they are the right things to
do.

3.

Projects on the backburner from our 2017 background papers

The ‘new ideas’ register and pipeline allows us to capture and scan new ideas that come into
Resilience Shift, whether from the team, LRF, or direct approaches from interested partners. We
use this pipeline to make explicit decisions on whether to advance, revise or drop/pass on ideas to
others, assess for fit with our strategy and how well the idea might help fill gaps (see Board Paper
1).
While the impact framework will be updated quarterly, we propose an annual discussion with the
programme board of the long-term plan to deliver the impact and outcomes we are committed to.
With the summary information in the table, the board can provide advise as to whether the current
plan and associated investments are on the right path and on whether we are missing areas that
need development. The board’s input can thus shape subsequent planning cycles.

Are we doing our work well, is it effective (and, how do we
know?)
P ART 3: MONITORING OUR WORK
At the strategic level, we will continue to seek validation of our vision and outcomes through
engagement, using the planned industry round table events, attending conferences and workshops,
scanning grey and white literature, and engaging with organisations wherever the opportunity arises.
This approach does not allow quantification of a baseline (against which the desired shift would be
measured), but it does provide periodic assessment of the outcome statements in terms of ‘still
valid/some debate/change needed’ and whether our ideas are being taken up by different sectors
and expert domains. Such engagement will yield ideas and recommendations for how Resilience
Shift should work to deliver the outcomes.

Monitoring activities
The first part of the process showed how we design and deliver activities that align with our strategy,
fit within our three opportunity areas, and deliver outputs that will move the needle against our
outcomes (Figure 2). The ideas pipeline (see Board Paper 1), is the means to bring in new work –
whether it fits one of the three current work streams or suggests the need for a new one.
To monitor and report success of the projects we need to develop and agree on observable
indications that will inform us about how well we designed and delivered what we said we would do.
These indicators need to show how our outputs take us closer to the outcomes. That is, they can’t
be generic and they must be decided as an integral part of the work -- connecting project deliverables
to delivery of the outcomes. If we do x, then outcome y is advanced.
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Box 2 is a preliminary and still tentative list of project indicators.

Project 1.1 – Tools and approaches
•

Have we delivered a repository – a product or service -- that is useful for RS to provide analysis of our
outcomes?

•

What evidence do we have that they find the repository credible?

•

Is it used and useful to others – particularly professionals. Does it have enough support from others to
get to scale/operate and maintain and deliver value to practitioners as a tool in itself? Do we have a
plan to deliver that?

•

Is the market confirmed? Do we have demonstrable interest from decision makers along the CI value
chain? In how many and in which sectors and from which domains of expertise.

•

Who is engaged? Have we built community with CI professionals and tool developers and in a way
that been useful for the repository? (credibility, reach, diversity)

Project 2.1 The political economy of resilience: What is resilience worth?
•

How well have we engaged pioneers currently facilitating resilience value-capture in ways that are
called for in practice to deliver on this project (e.g., made grants to, leveraged their current work, etc.)

•

How well are we influencing decision makers along the value chain of resilient critical infrastructure?
How many and which industries are we working with to explore specific incentives for leveraging
resilience investment and opportunities for scaling up (will also include the roadblocks to get the
resilience benefits)

•

Have we produced a series of primers (how many?) with and for specific industries represented by
participating stakeholders (e.g. telecom, shipping, CRE);

•

How influential is the work: test multiple avenues (webinars, professional conferences (go to them),
high-level events (bring them to us) to share knowledge

•

What more needs to be done to support valuation resilience in practice?

Project 2.2 The political economy of resilience: How to mainstream acceptance of
resilience criteria through regulatory and standards bodies
•

Have we, and how have we, engaged pioneers who are actively working in the area of mainstreaming
resilience through codes, standards, resilience credits etc., thereby leveraging other financial and
intellectual resources.

•

Do we have a design for impact and influence on those who an mainstream critical infrastructure
resilience through regulatory and standards bodies

•

Is our hypothesis correct on what is needed to mainstream (scale-up) CI resilience in practice? Do we
have an updated detail plan for influencing regulators, investors or insurers?

•

Do we have a plan for prioritizing standards and guidelines (ISO, national guidelines) as needed to
scale-up change towards resilience practices for CI

Project 3.1. A tool to support resilience in water governance at catchment scale.
•

We developed with the 5 cities (broad and diverse input into development). Works in different
contexts.

•

There is interest of initial use to drive collection action and shape improvements is resilience of water
systems (target at least 1-2 cities where we developed the concept or other) Confirm demand. There
is evidence that can accelerate the processes (relevant).

•

Water decision makers “own” the tool/approach and are taking action. Cities use it to strengthen their
position in negotiations with other water resource managers and users.

•

It is relevant and practical (data needs, complexity, usability).

•

We see the “rise of the champions” to promote stimulate and take the lead.

•

It is a reliable process (validation is key to secure the progress made by applying the framework).

•

We secured quality and gained support by applying peer reviews to the process.
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•

Fits with and strengthens City Water Resilience Framework practical value.

•

We have a clear path to Phase II (to finalise define/execute/operate and maintain - plans to get to
scale).

•

Delivered a proof concept and secured Phase II / funds secured for Phase II.

Project 3.2. An influence strategy to promote resilience in practice in water governance
at the global scale.
•

Resilience is a core element of multi-stakeholder group and allied member states position on waterrelated SDG progress.

•

UN SDG incorporates resilience as a paradigm for water, promoting resilience in practice with
regulatory and practitioner groups.

•

Resilience emerges as a priority theme in outcomes of CWRF dialogue and related partnership
pledges.

•

Resilience is introduced as a priority for water practice within the International Water Association – the
influential group of water resource professionals -- events and specialist groups.

Box 2: Tentative list of project success indicators

Counting and recounting: Facts, pictures and stories
P ART 4: GETTING THE MESS AGE OUT
Sometimes it is nice to know simple facts and learn interesting stories about our work. We don’t call
these indicators because it is impossible to know if, for example, more meetings are better than
fewer meetings.

Figure 1: What we don’t want… (Copyright Jonathan Koomey, 2001. All rights reserved. Used with permission)

Provided no one tries to manage to these, we can track simple activity facts, such as:
 Number of expressions of interest received for EOI
 Grants and sub-contracts awarded and money moved
 Value of leveraged funding, knowledge and effort
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 Carbon footprint – offsets purchased
 Knowledge shared through deliverables
 Stories about resilience pioneers we support/partner with
 A picture of the ideas pipeline – with numbers of new ideas that have advanced,
that have been stopped, or that have been sent back for re-work.

Closing comments
We have proposed a layered approach to keeping track of what we are doing to make sure that what
we are doing counts (towards success) while providing snapshots of things that can be counted – or
at least, recounted. This robust framework tells everyone why we are doing this, what outcomes it
will support and how well we are doing.
The decisions we need from the Programme Board:
-

Acceptance, or agreed changes to our impact framework.
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Board Paper 4.1: Intellectual Property Policy
Decision we are seeking
Resilience Shift needs a refined IP / copyright policy to incorporate in our standards terms and
conditions for working with grantees or sub-contractors. We would like board endorsement to adopt
Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International as Resilience Shift default, or standard
IP contract clause. We would like the board to advise whether Arup and LRF should amend the
intellectual property clause of the contract, via a contract variation, to ensure alignment with this
decision and LRF.

Basis for recommendation
Given LR requirement that grant funds are ‘used for public good’, and RS principle of ‘being open’
using copyright licences that promote open sharing and reuse of knowledge may be more
appropriate than a standard “All rights reserved” approach. Creative Commons is a well-established
global non-profit organisation that provides a range of such copyright licences. See Box 1.
Their approach is explained on the Creative Commons website (https://creativecommons.org/shareyour-work/). They provide a tool to construct a wide range of licences depending upon requirements.
We've used this tool and consider 'Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International' to be a good fit for the
Resilience Shift, a summary of which is below.
Box 1: Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International Summary
You are free to:
Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format
Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially.
The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.
Under the following terms:
Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if
changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests
the licensor endorses you or your use
ShareAlike — If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your
contributions under the same license as the original.
No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that
legally restrict others from doing anything the license permits.
Notices:
You do not have to comply with the license for elements of the material in the public domain or
where your use is permitted by an applicable exception or limitation.
No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions necessary for your
intended use. For example, other rights such as publicity, privacy, or moral rights may limit how
you use the material.
The full licence can be reviewed here: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/legalcode
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What problem this is solving
Clause 11 of Arup's grant agreement with LRF obliges Arup to 'comply with, and agree to ensure
that any collaborators comply with, the Foundation's Intellectual Property Policy'. LRF IPP policy is
to assert ownership of all IP arising from its grant funding. The Foreword of the LRF Intellectual
Property Policy states:
The purpose of this policy is to make sure that the Lloyd’s Register Foundation (the Foundation) maximises
the benefit to society from the intellectual property (IP) arising from the research work it funds.

http://info.lr.org/ip-policy

To date, Arup's contract office has interpreted Clause 11 to require us to pass down these terms in
our sub-contracts, sub-grant agreement, incorporating this on our standard terms and conditions as
follows.

Box 2: Standard Sub-contract - Clause 6.3
The Sub-Consultant agrees to comply with the provisions of the Client's intellectual property
policy (insofar as may be relevant to the Sub-Consultant) which can be found at
http://www.lrfoundation.org.uk/Images/46913-intellectual-property-policy.pdf.

These intellectual property provisions have more often than not resulted a negative response from
potential grantees who feel uncomfortable passing Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) to LRF via Arup.
In the worst cases highly desirable collaborators have walked away from funding opportunities:
•

Imperial College 'Members of my advisory board are strongly agreed that I should not enter
into a contract that gives (rather than licenses) ARUP the IP for this small scoping study,
especially as this is unrestricted and without any the usual caveats in research contracts
about usage and time limitations or processes or acknowledgement of other sources of
funding and rights (Imperial contracts office would not sign this off).'

•

OECD 'All clauses related to IP, arbitration and auditing are against our rules of procedures
(negotiated by 35 member countries) and cannot apply to an intergovernmental organisation.'

Action
1. Does the board agree that we should adopt Creative Commons 'Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0
International'?
2. Does the board recommend that Arup and LRF amend their contract to reflect this
decision?
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Board Paper 4.2: Publication Policy
Decision we are seeking
This paper is to table our proposed publishing policy for approval.

Justification
Clause 10 of the LRF Grant Agreement with Arup requires a publication policy to be agreed with the
Programme Board. LRF do not have an example of a publishing policy from any other grantees we
have therefore developed a series of statements that reflect our needs in terms of being able to
publish in a timely fashion whilst meeting the expectations of LRF, Arup and programme contributors.

Draft Publishing Policy
PURPOSE
This policy sets out how the Resilience Shift and all contracted partners will approach publication of
different types of outputs.

POLICY
As part of our influence and engagement strategy, the RS and our partners will communicate to our
stakeholders using a range of media and activities. As well as other possible outlets, this may include
our website and social media, emails, press features and event promotions, educational materials
as well as articles in journals or other publications. As far as practically possible those outlets that
are freely accessible would be preferred.
The hashtag #resilienceshift and twitter handle @resilienceshift will be referenced in all social media
and presentations.
RS and partners working on behalf of the RS will, as far as practically possible, ensure that
published materials are freely accessible to the public.
RS and our partners will comply with the RS Intellectual Property Policy.
RS and our partners will appropriately reference Lloyds Register Foundation and Arup, using only
approved logos with care to follow communication and branding guidance.
RS and our partners will aim to directly publish content in a timely and topical way and will review
publication plans and/or content where necessary with Lloyds Register Foundation.
RS will inform LRF and Arup of published materials in order that they can be highlighted through
their communications channels.
RS will review and accept outputs as agreed on a case by case basis, but authors shall take
responsibility for review and assurance of their own material. RS will where appropriate provide
comments. We will request advance agreement of formats of papers or presentations submitted for
publication, and request advance copies of these for approval of branding and acknowledgements,
not of content.
RS will maintain a record of planned output - all partners should be responsible for advance
notification of planned outputs and should provide advance copies to RS
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RS will hold a record of all published output - all partners are responsible for providing this information
including final versions for uploading to the website where permitted, or URLs otherwise.

TYPES OF PUBLICATION
Guidance - self-published on website
Primers for practitioners - self-published on website
Training and course materials - self-published on website
Event reports (round tables and others) - self-published on website
External presentations - likely to be hosted on conference
website. Acknowledgements to be included on first and last page

website

and

the

RS

Tools - to be agreed on a case by case basis - where hosted and how branded.
Codes and standards - these will be produced by others, and in the event that input was funded by
the RS, we would anticipate author affiliations and acknowledgements

AUTHOR AFFILI ATION
Author affiliation should be presented in standard format, of name, role, organisation. Where
authors are part of the Resilience Shift team, this should be part of the affiliation - it is not uncommon
to have more than one affiliation.
e.g. Juliet Mian, Associate Director, Arup, and Technical Lead, the Resilience Shift.

Background
Clause 10 of the LRF Grant agreement with Arup describes the approach to publishing that will be
adopted in the absence of a publishing policy:

CLAUSE 10 PUBLICATION / PUBLICITY
10.1 - Arup and the Foundation recognise the importance of publication of the results of the
Programme for the benefit of society in general. Both parties also recognise the value in publicising
the existence of the Programme.
10.2 - The overriding intention of the parties is that they shall use all reasonable endeavours to
publish a summary of the main conclusions and any related data arising out of the Programme using
the Funds ("the Output"). There may be exceptions to this general rule, and these will be considered
by the Programme Board and a consensus decision reached.
10.3 - The Parties will use all reasonable endeavours to give full acknowledgement to each other in
any publication of the Output, unless a Party requests in writing that its name be withheld.
10.4 - In respect of Output, Arup shall publish only in accordance with the publishing policy for the
Programme, which shall be agreed by the Programme Board at its first meeting. In the absence of
any such publishing policy, all publications of Output must be sent by Arup to the Foundation prior
to publication, and Arup may publish without the Foundation's approval, but may only acknowledge
or otherwise mention the Foundation and the Programme in relation to such publication with the
Foundation's prior consent, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed. The
Foundation will provide its consent to use its or the Programme's name or otherwise within one week
of receipt of the proposed publication, and if no response has been received by Arup within one
week then Arup may publish with reference given to the Foundation and the Programme, as normal.
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10.5 - All external publicity that either Party might wish to undertake, connected with the Programme,
including online and offline press releases and statements, shall be submitted to the other Party for
review and approval prior to publication (not to be unreasonably withheld or delayed). This
requirement does not apply to posts made by the parties on social media. The Parties may post
items on social media (e.g. Twitter and Facebook) in relation to this Agreement without prior approval
from the other Party, however each Party must comply swiftly with any reasonable request of the
other Party to modify or delete any such post.
10.6 - If either Party becomes aware of any publicity generated externally by this Agreement it shall
notify the other immediately.
10.7 - Arup shall use its reasonable endeavours to ensure that each PhD student funded or partly
funded by the Foundation under this Agreement refers to themselves as a 'Lloyd's Register
Foundation PhD Scholar' during their period of This title may be used alongside any other title
required by other funders, however it must not be abbreviated. Arup must communicate this
requirement to the funded PhD students.
10.8 - Arup and the Foundation recognise the importance of publication of the results of research for
the benefit of society in general.
10.9 - If the Foundation or Arup or any Collaborators wish to publish some or all of the results of or
information arising out of the Programme using the Funds ("the Output"), then they shall be free to
do so.
10.10 - The Parties will give full acknowledgement to each other and any Collaborators in any
publication of the Output, unless a Party or Collaborator requests in writing that its name be withheld.
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Annex I: Programme Board Terms of Reference
Role of the Programme Board:
The Programme Board (PB):
•

Provides assurance that Foundation funds are being spent are in line with its charitable
aims;

•

Provides assurance that the programme is achieving its aims and objectives;

•

Fulfils its responsibilities as set out in the grant agreement between the Foundation and
Arup.

To those ends, the Board shall:
•

Review and approve the annual expenditure program (i.e., the work plan and budget), and
any modifications;

•

Monitor and review programme performance against its aims and targets;

•

Provide guidance to the Programme Leadership Team;

•

Set and review personal performance targets for the Programme Executive Director (ED)

•

Review proposed list of collaborators that Arup wish to involve in the work using the funds,
for consideration and agreement.

•

Appoint an independent review committee to evaluate competitive requests for funding.

•

Agree a publishing strategy for publishing summary and main conclusions of data and
findings from use of the LRF Funds.

•

Discuss and advise on any disagreements as between the Foundation and Arup with
respect to the Grant Agreement, dated 12 August 2016

Decisions:
•

Decisions of the Board shall be by consensus;

•

The Board may amend and approve board governance;

•

The Board may add additional board members as it sees fit;

•

The Board may make provision for how to review and decide on issues outside of its
scheduled meetings;

•

Decide on publishing strategy and decide, case by case, on any exceptions to the
publishing strategy proposed or presented by the Programme Leadership.

•

Approve of annual operating plan;

•

Approve programme funding activities, aims, and objectives at least annually;

•

Appointment of independent review committee, as needed, to evaluate competitive
requests for funding;

•

Agree an approach to measuring success of the programme that aligns with Foundation’s
charitable objectives; and

•

The Board may delegate responsibilities to the Programme Executive Director and to Arup.
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Membership:
The Programme Board (PB) will comprise 2 nominees of Lloyd’s Register Foundation, 2 nominees
of Arup, and an independent member. The Chair will be nominated by the Foundation and agreed
by Arup.
The Programme Executive Director
The Programme Executive Director shall provide overall leadership and responsibility for delivery
of the Programme. The Director will be responsible for:
1. Proposing the agenda for each meeting in consultation with the Chair;
2. Preparation of propositions, papers and presentations for board assurance and decision;
and
3. Recording and implementing Board decisions. She shall attend the Programme Board ex
officio and take a full part in discussions.
Meetings:
The Board will usually meet twice a year. The board can agree to meeting by phone or other
means of electronic communication.
Members will be entitled to claim reasonable travel and subsistence expenses.
Formal records will be made and distributed to all members and shared with the project team. A
summary report will be prepared for the Programme website.
Confidentiality:
Some information provided to the PMB may be confidential. All confidential information will be
clearly marked when presented (or circulated) to the PB. Such information will be treated in
confidence by members and discretion applied if disclosing to third parties (including their own
employer or any other organisation with whom the member has a relationship).
Conflicts of Interest/conflicts of loyalty:
All members will declare any relevant personal, academic, professional or business interests on an
on-going basis. The chair shall be responsible for the proper management of conflicts of interest.
Members may be excluded from the consideration of specific items in which they have an interest
where this is necessary to avoid unmanageable conflict or the appearance of it.

The Resilience Shift – Minutes of Programme
Board 4
These are the minutes of the 4th meeting of the Resilience Shift programme board. The meeting took
place on 22 May 2018 in Arup offices at 13 Fitzroy Street, London, W1T, 4BQ.
In attendance were:
Board:

Michael Bruno (MB) - Chair (University of Hawaii)
Ruth Boumphrey (LRF)
Thomas Boardley (LRG)
Peter Chamley (Arup)
Mahadev Raman (Arup)

Invited:

Nancy Kete (NK) (Arup) Programme Executive Director
Will Goode (Arup) Secretary
Jo da Silva (Arup)
Juliet Mian (Arup)
Xavier Aldea Borruel (Arup)
Jan Reier Huse (LRF)

Objectives
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.
Bringing the board up to date on RS’s work program and progress (board paper 1);
Getting the board’s agreement on an annual cycle of quarterly reports, reviews, recommendations
and decisions (board paper 2);
Gaining the board’s approval of the impact framework and approach for keeping track of progress
(board paper 3);
Gaining board recommendation that LRF and Arup amend their contract to adopt as the default IP
policy the Creative Commons Attribution-Share-Alike 4.0 International provisions, subject to legal
review by LRF and board review by end 2019.
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Decisions and actions
AGENDA ITEMS 1 AND 2 – WELCOME, OPENING REMARKS AND CLOSEOUT OF ACTIONS FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS

Decisions
The board adopted the draft Programme Board Terms of Reference (Annex II of board papers),
subject to specific edits in the first section on role of the programme board, where the word
“assurance” will be replaced with “confidence”.

Actions
RS will revise Programme Board Terms of Reference (Annex II of board papers) to replace
“assurance” with confidence; any other change requests received from board members within one
week of receiving the minutes will be considered. Otherwise, the ToR will be final.
RS will post minutes of the board meetings on the RS website and the LRF Flexigrant system.
RS will circulate a note to board members clarifying the role of the TAG.
Within 6 months, LRG will invite RS to present its work to company personnel for information and to
explore potential areas of collaboration.
RS will facilitate access to the videos of the LRF International Conference to help RS team members
better understand LRF and LRG.
LRF will facilitate process within LRG to baseline interest and understanding of resilience in the
business units, with support and guidance from RS.

AGENDA ITEM 3 – PROGRESS AND FINANCI AL UPDATES

Decisions
No specific decisions were requested or made on the Q1 update.

Actions
RS will review the Arup University tools register in context of the project on tools and approaches.
Programme board members were reminded that this would be the best time to provide RS with ideas
and suggestions for sectors and specific people who could be engaged in the work on valuing
resilience.
RS will publish information on its website about round tables in advance and after the events.
RS will follow-up with LRF for specific suggestions about ways to engage with their other major
granteesXXXXX XXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXX XX X XXXX XXX XXXX X X X X XXXXX XX .
RS will revisit the format of financial statements to ensure contractual commitments can be clearly
distinguished from budget forecasts.
RS will additionally report on leveraged funds.

AGENDA ITEM 4 – REPORTING AND DECISION MAKING

Decisions
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The board approved the proposed approach (Board Paper 2) on cycle of quarterly reports, for review,
recommendations and decisions.

Actions
In addition to the formal quarterly reports, Resilience Shift agreed to provide monthly emails to board
members with links to our website for stories or other artefacts arising from the work as it progresses
and it was agreed that the informal meetings with LRF and RS should continue.

AGENDA ITEM 5 – PROGRAMME PERFORMANCE

Decisions
No specific decisions were requested or made on the programme performance paper.

Actions
The board supported the impact framework and approach to monitor and review programme
performance against aspiration and outcomes, subject to LRF final review and comments on the
revised impact statement, to be forwarded to RS within 1 week of receiving the minutes.
RS will provide board with a narrative of where and why the vision and outcome statements have
been updated.
LRF will share their foundation dashboard to illustrate how they track progress.

AGENDA ITEM 6 – GOVERNANCE

Decisions
RS will further revise the publication policy to simplify and to include clear statements about need to
comply with brand guidelines; and that any content likely to go against our stated mission or that of
LRF must be provided to RS for review and acceptance in advance.
The board approved the new intellectual property policy (creative commons, attribution-share alike)
subject to final review by LRF legal team and subject to agreement to revisit no later than end 2019.
LRF will review the proposed change (board paper 4.1) with their lawyers and revert to the board,
via board chair M. Bruno.

Actions
RS will update the publication policy to reflect the decision, above.
RS will initiate a contract variation reflecting final decisions.

AGENDA ITEM 7 – AOB, ADJOURN
No other business was tabled and the meeting adjourned at 13:30 London time.
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